
The LinkPoint® AIO terminal supports the 
complex processing demands of today’s 
merchants with a sophisticated all-in-one 
solution. Its state-of-the art technology 
addresses the full range of payment 
capabilities, including multiple merchant 
applications and identifications. The 
high-performance LinkPoint AIO 
terminal delivers quick transaction times 
and superior reliability to merchants’ 
customers — all at an affordable price. 
An intuitive ATM-style interface makes 
the LinkPoint AIO terminal easy to learn 
and easy to use. Its screen-addressable 
keys and dedicated function keys offer 
more selections with fewer steps. 
Its high-speed, integrated thermal 
printer streamlines sales, installation 
and everyday merchant operation. 
Compatible with many industry-standard 
peripherals, the LinkPoint AIO terminal 
provides maximum versatility at the 
merchant site.

Superior Reliability

  Reduces long-term merchant  
support expenses

  12-month warranty provides peace  
of mind

Unbeatable Performance

  Fast, secure processing keeps pace 
with merchants’ transaction needs

  Supports all payment processing 
methods, including credit, debit, EBT, 
checks, gift card, stored value  
and loyalty

  Thermal printer provides quick, legible 
receipts at over 15 lines per second

LinkPoint® AIO Terminal

Maximum Merchant Efficiency

   Intuitive ATM-style interface makes 
learning a snap

  Clearly labeled, dedicated function 
keys simplify everyday operations

  Screen-addressable keys provide more 
selections with fewer steps

  Two-line display is easy to read in all 
lighting conditions

   Reliable thermal printer with drop-in 
paper-loading system is quick  
and hassle free

Versatility at the Merchant Site

  Supports multiple applications, 
languages and multiple merchant 
identifications

   Calculator function provides  
added value

  Compatible with many 
industry-standard 
peripherals, including 
PIN pads and  
check readers
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Compact Design

  Small footprint with base or wall 
mounting saves valuable  
counter space

  A single power supply reduces  
cable clutter

Advanced Fraud Prevention

  Password protection prevents 
unauthorized downloads

  Manager password controls ensure 
transaction security

Specifications

  Terminal: Memory: 1 MB total; 512K 
battery-backed RAM; 512K flash. 
Operating system embedded in flash 
sector. Microprocessor: Z180 CPU.

  Screen: Two-line, 20-character  
backlit LCD.

  Card reader: Track 1 and track 2, 
bidirectional; track 1, 2 and 3 reader 
available upon special order.

  Peripheral ports: 6-pin DIN port for 
PIN pads, smart-card readers or  
bar-code wands, 8-pin DIN  
RS-232 general-purpose port for  
check readers, etc.

   Printer: Easy drop-in paper loading 
system with a fixed thermal print 
head. Speed: 15+ lines per second. 
Paper: Standard 2 1/4” (58mm) 
thermal roll (Appleton 1012 sheet is 

recommended). Paper Roll Diameter: 
1.9 in (48mm) maximum. Open-cover/
paper-out sensor. Supports graphic 
printing capability and 13 international 
character sets. Mechanical Life: 15 
million lines.

  Communications: Modem: Standard 
asynchronous/synchronous; 
300/1,200/2,400 bps standard Bell 
103/212A, V.22 BIS. Telco: Standard 
RJ-11 modular jacks (2) located on 
base of unit.

   Physical: 3.16 in. (80.32 mm) H x  
5.86 in. (149 mm) W x 9.66 in. (244 
mm) L, 1.25 lb. (0.54 kg). Net weight 
(terminal only): 1.51 lb. (0.68 kg). 
Net shipping weight (including power 
adapter): 3.4 lb. (1.54 kg).

  Power: 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 
.8A (switching power supply). Power 
consumption: 350 mA, off hook, 2 A 
during printing. Power adapter output: 
7.5 VDC, 3 A (22.5W).

   Environmental: Storage temperature: 
32° to 104°F (0° to 40°C). Operating 
humidity: 10% to 90%, noncondensing.

For more information, please contact 
us at 1-800-634-7221.
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